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THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF CERAMIC THERMAL BARRIER AND ENVIRONMENTAL BARRIER COATING MATERIALS

Dongming Zhu, Narottam P. Bansal, Kang N. Lee and Robert A. Miller
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Glenn Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT

Thermal barrier and environmental barrier coatings (TBCs and EBC’s) have been developed to protect metallic and Si-based ceramic components in gas turbine engines from high temperature attack. Zirconia-yttria based oxides and (Ba,Sr)Al₂Si₂O₈ (BSAS)/mullite based silicates have been used as the coating materials. In this study, thermal conductivity values of zirconia-yttria- and BSAS/mullite-based coating materials were determined at high temperatures using a steady-state laser heat flux technique. During the laser conductivity test, the specimen surface was heated by delivering uniformly distributed heat flux from a high power laser. One-dimensional steady-state heating was achieved by using thin disk specimen configuration (25.4 mm diam and 2 to 4 mm thickness) and the appropriate backside air-cooling. The temperature gradient across the specimen thickness was carefully measured by two surface and backside pyrometers. The thermal conductivity values were thus determined as a function of temperature based on the 1-D heat transfer equation. The radiation heat loss and laser absorption corrections of the materials were considered in the conductivity measurements. The effects of specimen porosity and sintering on measured conductivity values were also evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

Environmental barrier coatings (EBC’s) have been developed to protect Si-based ceramic components in gas turbine engines from high temperature environmental attack [1–3]. With continuously increasing demands for significantly higher engine operating temperature, fuel efficiency and better engine reliability, future EBC systems must be designed for both thermal and environmental protections of the engine components in gas turbine combustion gas environment [4]. In particular, thermal barrier functions of EBC’s become a necessity for reducing the engine component thermal loads and chemical reaction rates, thus maintaining required mechanical properties and durability of these components. The development of advanced thermal barrier and environmental barrier coatings (TBC’s and EBC’s) will directly impact the successful use of ceramic components in advanced engine systems.

Plasma-sprayed ZrO₂-8 wt% Y₂O₃, and (Ba,Sr)Al₂Si₂O₈(BSAS)-mullite coatings have been successfully used as thermal barrier coatings for superalloy components, and environmental barrier coatings for SiC/SiC ceramic matrix composite (CMC) systems, respectively. In this study, a laser steady-state heat flux technique is established to evaluate high temperature thermal conductivity of both the hot-pressed and plasma-sprayed TBC/EBC materials. The thermal conductivity data are of great importance for future advanced coating design.
MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Materials

Several TBC and EBC coating materials, including ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$, BSAS, mullite, and mullite+BSAS mixtures, were tested at high temperatures to determine their thermal conductivity values using a laser steady state heat flux test technique. The test specimens were either hot-pressed disks (25.4 mm diam and 2 to 4 mm thickness), or 254 to 400-μm thick plasma-sprayed coatings. The hot-pressed specimens were fabricated using spray-dried powders at 1500 °C for an hour under 30 MPa pressure. The coating specimens were prepared by plasma-spraying the powders onto superalloy disks (25.4 mm diam and 3.2 mm thickness) or on melt-infiltrated (MI) SiC/SiC ceramic matrix composites (25.4 mm diam and 2.2 mm thickness) substrates.

Thermal Conductivity Testing

Thermal conductivity testing of the ceramic coating materials was carried out using a 3.0 kW CO$_2$ laser (wavelength 10.6 μm) high-heat flux rig. A schematic diagram of the test rig and photos of the actual test facilities are illustrated in Fig. 1, and the general test approaches have been described elsewhere [5–9]. In this steady-state laser heat flux thermal conductivity test, the specimen surface heating was provided by the laser beam, and backside air-cooling was used to maintain the desired specimen temperatures. A uniform laser heat flux was obtained over the 23.9 mm diam aperture region of the specimen surface by using an integrating ZnSe lens combined with the specimen rotation. Platinum wire flat coils (wire diam 0.38 mm) were used to form thin air gaps between the top aluminum aperture plate and stainless-steel back plate to minimize the specimen heat losses through the fixture.

The thermal conductivity $k_{\text{ceramic}}$ of the ceramic materials can be determined from the pass-through heat flux $q_{\text{thru}}$ and measured temperature difference $\Delta T_{\text{ceramic}}$ across the ceramic specimen (or the ceramic coating) thickness $l_{\text{ceramic}}$ under the steady-state laser heating conditions [5, 7]

$$k_{\text{ceramic}} = \frac{q_{\text{thru}} \cdot l_{\text{ceramic}}}{\Delta T_{\text{ceramic}}} \quad (1)$$

The actual pass-through heat flux $q_{\text{thru}}$ for a given ceramic specimen was obtained by subtracting the laser reflection loss (measured by a 10 μm reflectometer) and the calculated radiation heat loss (total emissivity was taken as 0.50 for the oxides and silicates) at the ceramic coating surface (i.e., $q_{\text{thru}} = q_{\text{delivered}} - q_{\text{reflected}} - q_{\text{radiated}}$) from the laser delivered heat flux. Note that the non-reflected laser energy is assumed to be absorbed at or near the specimen surfaces because of the quite high emissivity at the 10.6 μm laser wavelength region for the oxides and silicates. In some test cases, the pass-through heat flux $q_{\text{thru}}$ was verified with an internal heat flux gauge incorporated with the substrates (instrumented specimens) via an embedded miniature thermocouple. For the hot pressed bulk specimens, the temperature
difference $\Delta T_{\text{ceramic}}$ in the ceramic was directly measured by using surface and backside pyrometers (both 8 µm infrared pyrometers, emissivity was set at 0.94 for ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$ oxides, and at 0.97 for mullite and BSAS silicates). For the coating specimens, the temperature difference in the ceramic coating $\Delta T_{\text{ceramic}}$ was obtained from the measured coating surface and substrate backside temperatures using an 8 µm pyrometer and a two-color pyrometer, respectively, and subtracting the temperature drops in the substrate and bond coat

$$\Delta T_{\text{ceramic}} = T_{\text{ceramic-surface}} - T_{\text{substrate-back}} - \int_0^{l_{\text{bond}}} \frac{q_{\text{thru}} \cdot dl}{k_{\text{bond}}(T)} - \int_0^{l_{\text{substrate}}} \frac{q_{\text{thru}} \cdot dl}{k_{\text{substrate}}(T)}$$

where $T_{\text{ceramic-surface}}$ and $T_{\text{substrate-back}}$ are measured ceramic surface and substrate backside temperatures, $l_{\text{bond}}$, $l_{\text{substrate}}$, and $k_{\text{bond}}(T)$ and $k_{\text{substrate}}(T)$ are the thicknesses and the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of the bond coat and substrate, respectively.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Phase Structures of Coating Materials**

Figure 2 shows the typical X-ray diffraction results of ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$, BSAS, and BSAS+mullite materials. The plasma-sprayed and hot-pressed ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ had a tetragonal $t'$ phase with some monoclinic and cubic phases after the processing and the laser thermal conductivity testing. However, more monoclinic and cubic phases were usually present in the hot-pressed ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ specimen probably due to the lower processing temperature. Both hot-pressed and plasma-sprayed BSAS specimens showed mainly the (Ba,Sr)Al$_2$Si$_2$O$_8$ celsian phase. The BSAS+mullite mixture specimen contained both the (Ba,Sr)Al$_2$Si$_2$O$_8$ celsian and mullite phases, as expected.

**Thermal Conductivity of ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$**

ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ (ZrO$_2$-4.55 mol%) is extensively used as the thermal barrier coating material because of its low thermal conductivity and excellent mechanical properties. The thermal conductivity of a hot-pressed specimen as a function of test temperature is shown in Fig. 3 (a). The dense bulk material had a conductivity value of 2.0 to 2.3 W/m-K, and showed only slight temperature dependence.

The thermal conductivity of a 180-µm thick, plasma-sprayed ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ coating specimen on a nickel based superalloy substrate as a function of time is shown in Fig. 3 (b). The relatively porous, microcracked thermal barrier coating (with 10 vol% porosity) was tested at a surface temperature of 1316 °C for 20 hr. It can be seen that the coating had an initial conductivity value of 1.0 W/m-K, but after 20 hr laser testing the conductivity increased to 1.4 W/m-K due to the ceramic sintering.
Thermal Conductivity of BSAS and Mullite

Figure 4 shows the thermal conductivity test results of a hot-pressed BSAS disk specimen using the laser heat flux technique. The measured thermal conductivity of this specimen was about 2.8 to 3.0 W/m-K in the temperature range of 800 to 1400 °C. A sudden drop in conductivity during the heating cycle is due to possible specimen cracking. The conductivity results are consistent with the conductivity measurements of a laser sintered, 254-μm thick dense BSAS coating specimen on a nickel base superalloy substrate (Fig. 5). From Fig. 5, it can also be seen that thermal conductivity of a 254-μm thick plasma-sprayed mullite coating showed stronger temperature dependence than BSAS. Lower conductivity values were measured at high temperature regime. The mullite coating had conductivity values of ~1.9 to 2.5 W/m-K in the temperature range of 1000 to 1400 °C.

For the as plasma-sprayed BSAS coating, the initial conductivity values can be significantly lower due to the presence of higher porosity. As shown in Fig. 6, the initial thermal conductivity of BSAS was about 1.4 W/m-K at 900 °C. Considerable conductivity increase was observed during the first heating-cooling cycle due to the ceramic sintering. After the first test cycle, the conductivity increased to ~2.2 W/m-K at 900 °C.

Thermal Conductivity of BSAS and Mullite Mixtures

Figure 7 shows the thermal conductivity test results of hot-pressed BSAS and mullite mixture disk specimens using the laser heat flux technique. The measured thermal conductivity values for the two materials were about 3.0 W/m-K at 600 °C and 1.6 to 2.0 W/m-K at 1500 °C. A slightly higher conductivity was observed for the higher BSAS containing (30 wt% BSAS+70mullite) material.

Similar to the plasma sprayed BSAS coating, the plasma-sprayed BSAS + mullite mixture coatings also showed lower initial conductivity value due to porosity. As shown in Fig. 8, the 254-μm thick mullite+20 wt% BSAS coating had an initial conductivity of 1.5 W/m-K, and increased to 2.0 W/m-K at 900 °C after the first heating cycle due to sintering. However, the coating had less conductivity increase due to sintering as compared to pure BSAS coating.

Thermal Conductivity of TBC/EBC Systems

Thermal conductivity of TBC/EBC systems was also investigated. Fig. 9 shows the thermal conductivity test results of a two-layer BSAS/mullite+20 wt% BSAS coating that was coated on the SiC/SiC CMC substrate. The first heating-cooling cycle had a significant conductivity increase due to the larger initial ceramic sintering. The second heating-cooling cycle, however, showed much less conductivity increase. This is because at the given test temperatures, most of the sintering and densification had occurred during the first cycle.
In order to evaluate multilayer TBC/EBC coating conductivity information at high temperature, a ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$/mullite/Si/SiC-SiC CMC system was tested at a surface temperature of 1560 °C with a laser pass-thru heat flux of 115 W/m-K. Figure 10 (a) and (b) show the coating thermal conductivity, and the estimated temperature distribution across the coating system. The overall initial ceramic coating conductivity was about 1.6 to 1.8 W/m-K, but the conductivity quickly increased to about 2.2 W/m-K after the high temperature exposure for a short period of time. A slight decrease in coating conductivity may be related to some microcracking of the coating systems. Coating sintering and delamination will become important issues for developing advanced ceramic coating systems designed for high temperature and high thermal gradient applications.

CONCLUSIONS

A laser steady-state heat flux technique has been used to investigate thermal conductivity of several TBC and EBC coating materials. Thermal conductivity values of the current BSAS and mullite based EBC coating materials were in the range of 1.9 to 3.0 W/m-K, as compared to ~2.0 W/m-K for the ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ thermal barrier coating material. The plasma-sprayed coatings showed lower initial conductivity values (1.4 W/m-K for EBCs and 1.0 W/m-K for ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$) as compared to the hot oppressed bulk coating materials due to higher porosity. Significant conductivity increase was observed for the plasma-sprayed TBC and EBC coating systems after the laser high temperature thermal exposure because of ceramic sintering and densification.
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**Figure 1.** Laser high heat flux rig for determining thermal conductivity of TBC/EBC materials. During the test, the ceramic surface and the substrate backside temperatures are measured by infrared pyrometers. The thermal conductivity of the ceramics can be determined from the pass-through heat flux and measured temperature difference through the ceramic specimen (or the ceramic coating) thickness under the steady-state laser heating conditions by a one-dimensional (one-D) heat transfer model. (a) Schematic diagram laser test rig; (b) A 3.0 kW CO$_2$ continuous wave laser system; (c) The test rig with a ceramic specimen under testing.
Figure 2.—Typical X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) ZrO\textsubscript{2}·8 wt\% Y\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, and (b) BSAS, and BSAS + mullite materials.
Figure 3.—Thermal conductivity of ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ determined by steady-state laser heat flux technique. (a) Thermal conductivity of a hot pressed specimen as a function of temperature. (b) Thermal conductivity of a plasma-sprayed coating specimen as a function of test time at 1316 °C.
Figure 4.—Thermal conductivity $k$ of a hot-pressed BSAS specimen determined from a steady-state laser test technique. (a) Thermal conductivity of BSAS specimen as a function of test time during a heat-cooling cycle. A sudden drop in conductivity during heating is due to possible specimen cracking. (b) Thermal conductivity of BSAS specimen as a function of surface test temperature (the dashed line indicates the average ceramic thermal conductivity).
Figure 5.—Thermal conductivity of 254 μm thick, plasma-sprayed BSAS and mullite coatings on superalloy substrate specimens. The coating specimens were previously laser-sintered at 1300 °C for 2 hours and thermal conductivity of the coating specimens were measured using a heating-cooling cycle (the dashed lines represent estimated average thermal conductivity values).
Figure 6.—Thermal conductivity of 254 μm thick, plasma-sprayed BSAS coating on SiC/SiC CMC substrate. (a) Thermal conductivity of BSAS coating as a function of test time during a heat-cooling cycle. The conductivity rise is due to the coating sintering. (b) Thermal conductivity of BSAS coating as a function of test temperature.
Figure 7.—Thermal conductivity of hot-pressed BSAS and mullite mixture disk specimens as a function of test temperature. (a) Mullite-20 wt% BSAS; (b) Mullite + 30 wt% BSAS.
Figure 8.—Thermal conductivity of 254 μm thick mullite + 20 wt% BSAS coating on SiC/Si CMC substrate as a function of test temperature. Thermal conductivity increase was observed during the heating/cooling cycle due to ceramic sintering.
Figure 9.—Thermal conductivity of BSAS (127 μm thick)/mullite + 20 wt% BSAS (127 μm thick) on SiC/SiC CMC substrate as a function of coating test temperature. (a) The first heating-cooling cycle showed a larger conductivity increase due to ceramic sintering. (b) The second heating-cooling cycle had much less conductivity increase probably because most of the sintering and densification occurred during the first cycle.
Figure 10.—Thermal conductivity of a ZrO$_2$-8 wt% Y$_2$O$_3$ (137 μm)/mullite (254 μm)/Si (76 μm) on a SiC/SiC CMC substrate. (a) Thermal conductivity increased during a short time high temperature exposure. (b) The estimated temperature distribution in the coating system.
Thermal barrier and environmental barrier coatings (TBC's and EBC's) have been developed to protect metallic and Si-based ceramic components in gas turbine engines from high temperature attack. Zirconia-yttria based oxides and (Ba,Sr)Al2Si2O8 (BSAS)/mullite based silicates have been used as the coating materials. In this study, thermal conductivity values of zirconia-yttria- and BSAS/mullite-based coating materials were determined at high temperatures using a steady-state laser heat flux technique. During the laser conductivity test, the specimen surface was heated by delivering uniformly distributed heat flux from a high power laser. One-dimensional steady-state heating was achieved by using thin disk specimen configuration (25.4 mm diam and 2 to 4 mm thickness) and the appropriate backside air-cooling. The temperature gradient across the specimen thickness was carefully measured by two surface and backside pyrometers. The thermal conductivity values were thus determined as a function of temperature based on the 1-D heat transfer equation. The radiation heat loss and laser absorption corrections of the materials were considered in the conductivity measurements. The effects of specimen porosity and sintering on measured conductivity values were also evaluated.